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Abstract

The mixture of experts (MoE)-based automatic speech
recognition (ASR) model can achieve remarkable performance,
but pose greater challenges to model deployment for its huge
model size. Therefore, it is important to compress the model
size and reduce the computational cost. In this paper, we pro-
pose a compressed MoE (CMoE) ASR model that simplifies the
MoE structure by knowledge distillation and reduces parame-
ter bit-width through quantization, and provide two pipelines
(one-stage and two-stage pipelines) to deploy the compression.
In quantization, we use binary weight network to quantize the
weights to 1-bit for reducing the quantization error and use
learned step size quantization to quantize the activations to 4-
bit. Experimental results show that the quantized dense network
compressed from the MoE based ASR model by our method re-
duces the size by 150x with very small accuracy loss. The pro-
posed model is expected to be deployed on embedded devices.
Index Terms: speech recognition, mixture of experts, knowl-
edge distillation, model quantization, extreme compression

1. Introduction
Various powerful network architectures such as Transformer,
Conformer, etc. have recently made excellent progress in end-
to-end automatic speech recognition (ASR) models[1, 2]. Be-
sides, we have witnessed the larger models show promising per-
formance on various speech recognition tasks. The mixture of
experts (MoE)-based method, as an effective way to increase the
model capacity, has attracted the attention of many researchers.
MoE models have achieved impressive performance in many
different domains, such as language modeling[3, 4, 5], image
classification[6, 7, 8, 9], and speech recognition[10, 11, 12, 13].
Although the ASR model based on MoE can achieve remark-
able performance and improve the performance of the dense
model effectively, but the amount of model parameters is too
large, which is not conducive to the application and deployment
of embedded equipments. Previously, the scheme of compress-
ing the MoE-based ASR model was converted into a non-MoE
structure through knowledge distillation[14]. This method can
effectively reduce the size of the model and improve the infer-
ence efficiency, but there is still a certain distance from the de-
ployment of embedded devices with limited resources. The goal
of further compression of the model can be solved by quantiza-
tion, but the existing quantization of weights and activations to
low bits will lead to a serious performance decline[15][16][17].
Thus, weights and activations quantization of ASR model, espe-
cially ultra-low bit quantization, which refers to 2-bit and 1-bit,
is still worth exploring.

†Equal contribution.
*Corresponding author.

In order to break through the limitations mentioned above,
this paper proposes a compressed MoE (CMoE) ASR model,
which has an order of magnitude improvement in compression
ratio compared with existing methods, compressing the float
MoE ASR model into a binary (1-bit) quantized dense network.
We conduct several experiments on the LibriSpeech with MoE-
Conformer model to evaluate our proposed method. We make
the following contributions:

• We propose a simple effective method that can compress
MoE-Conformer ASR model to a binary Dense-Conformer
ASR model while achieving promising performance. We dis-
till the MoE layer of each Conformer block into the origi-
nal half-step feed-forward layer to simplify the structure and
quantize the Conformer block into ultra-low bit to reduce
parameter bit-width for compressing as much as possible.
We quantize the weights to 1-bit by binary weight network
(BWN[18]) and quantize the activations to 4-bit by learned
step size quantization (LSQ[19])

• We propose a two-stage pipeline to realize the above com-
pression process separately, and further propose a one-stage
pipeline to complete compression, which effectively short-
ens the pipeline. One-stage pipeline has simpler pipeline and
comparable performance to the two-stage.

• We reduce the model size by 150x. It allows us to deploy
complicated MoE models on embedded devices with low
computational resources.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the previous works of MoE-Conformer model, BWN
and LSQ. Section 3 presents our proposed CMoE method. The
experimental setup and the experimental results are reported in
Section 4. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2. Related Works
In this section, we mainly describe the MoE-Conformer ASR
model and the model quantization methods involved.

2.1. MoE-Conformer

The MoE-Conformer ASR model can achieve state of the art
recognition performance with a large mixture of experts neural
network[12]. The MoE-Conformer model is based on Connec-
tionist Temporal Classification (CTC)/attention-based encoder-
decoder(AED) framework. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the decoder
has two branches, the CTC decoder and the attention decoder,
which share the same encoder. The encoder layer shown in
Fig. 1(b) consists of a MoE layer, non-expert layers and a shared
embedding network. Each MoE layer consists of m experts
(FFN modules) and a router layer. The embedding network is
a small Conformer ASR encoder. The router concatenates pre-
vious layer’s output and the embedding network’s output oe as
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Figure 1: CMoE model. (a) The overall architecture of the speech recognition model. (b), (c) and (d) are the architecture of Moe-
Conformer block, Dense-Conformer block and binary Dense-Conformer block, any of them can be used as a block in (a). The purple
arrow in the figure represents the knowledge distillation involved in two-stage pipeline, and the yellow arrow represents the knowledge
distillation used in one-stage pipeline.
input and routes each speech frame to the top-1 expert with the
largest route probability. For the l-th MoE layer, let W l

r and
ol−1 be the router weights of the l-th MoE layer and the output
of the previous layer, then the output El

q of selected expert q
is also gated by router probability rl to get the output yl of the
MoE layer:

rl = W l
r · Concat(oe; ol−1) (1)

yl =
expr

l
q

∑m
p=1 exp

rlp
El

q (2)

2.2. Model quantization

2.2.1. Weight quantization

By estimating the binary weight values as close to the full-
precision weights as possible, BWN quantizes the weights
to {+sw,−sw} to reduce the quantization error and make
the quantized network performance close to the full-precision
(FP32) network[18]. The scaling factor sw for the weight is the
average of the absolute weight values:

sw =
1

k
∥ w ∥1 (3)

k represents the number of weight parameters. For each element
in the binary representation wb

i :

wb
i = Binarize(wi) = Sign(wi) =

{
+1, if wi ≥ 0,

−1, otherwise,

(4)
where wi represents the real-value weight. The optimal estima-
tion for w is the binary weight ŵ:

ŵ = sw · wb (5)

BWN will calculate the binary weights based on the actual
weight values for forward propagation and back propagation.
The real weight values are updated with the gradient calculated
by the binary weights. In inference, we use binary weights to
perform forward propagation.

2.2.2. Activation quantization
LSQ finds suitable scaling factor sa by learning, rather than
calculating[19]. Given data a, quantizer scaling factor sa,

−QN and QP are the minimum and maximum quantized val-
ues, respectively. The quantized representation ā of the activa-
tion a is defined as:

ā = Quantize(a) = ⌊clip(a/sa,−QN , QP )⌉ (6)

Here, ⌊z⌉ rounds z to the nearest integer, and
clip(z, zmin, zmax) returns z with values below zmin set
to zmin and values above zmax set to zmax. The dequantize
representation â of the activation a is defined as:

â = Dequantize(ā) = ā× sa (7)

Given bit-width b, for unsigned activations, QN = 0, QP =
2b−1, and for signed activations, QN = 2b−1, QP = 2b−1−1.
The gradient of the learnable scaling factor sa is:

∂â

∂sa
=





−a/sa + ⌊a/sa⌉ if −QN < a/sa < QP ,

−QN if a/sa ≤ −QN ,

QP if a/sa ≥ QP ,
(8)

3. Proposed Method
To address the existing methods’ limitations, this paper pro-
poses a compressed MoE (CMoE) ASR model based on knowl-
edge distillation and quantization, resulting in a dense model
with the weights of 1-bit and the activations of 4-bit. We use
BWN for quantizing weights because it can reduce the quan-
tization error effectively, and use LSQ for quantizing activa-
tions because it can learn scaling factor compared with uniform
quantization. Moreover, we developed two pipelines to achieve
the CMoE model, namely two-stage compression and one-stage
compression. These two pipelines will be introduced separately
in the following subsection. The overall architecture of the
speech recognition model adopted in this paper is described in
Fig. 1(a). Knowledge distillation runs through all stages of our
method, so the total loss of optimizing the student network is
a combination of distillation loss and speech recognition task
supervision loss, which is as follows:

Ls = γLkd + λLctc + (1− λ)Laed (9)

Among them, Lkd is the distillation loss, Lctc and Laed are the
CTC loss and AED loss. γ , λ and 1-λ are the weighted values
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for Lkd, Lctc and Laed, respectively. The specific distillation
loss Lkd will be described in detail in the specific pipeline.

3.1. Two-stage pipeline
In the two-stage pipeline, we realize progressive compression
and call it two-stage quantization (2S-QT). We first distill the
MoE model into the dense model, and then distill the dense
model into binary dense model. The specific process is shown
in Fig. 1. The first stage of two-stage pipeline compresses MoE-
Conformer ASR model into Dense-Conformer ASR model
through knowledge distillation. The difference between the
teacher MoE-Conformer model (as shown in Fig. 1(b)) and the
student Dense-Conformer model (as shown in Fig. 1(c)) lies in
the MoE/FFN layer. The MoE-Conformer model is described in
Section 2.1. The Dense-Conformer model can be regarded as a
MoE-Conformer model containing an expert, but it can achieve
similar performance to that of multiple experts. The second
stage of the two-stage pipeline compresses Dense-Conformer
ASR model into binary Dense-Conformer ASR model through
knowledge distillation. The difference between the teacher
Dense-Conformer model (as shown in Fig. 1(c)) and the student
binary Dense-Conformer model (as shown in Fig. 1(d)) lies in
the Modules/Quantized Modules. The binary Dense-Conformer
model is obtained by quantizing Feed Forward Modules and
Multi-Head Self Attention Modules in the Dense-Conformer
model. Note that the Modules in the attention decoder have
also been quantized accordingly. In the two-stage pipeline, the
knowledge distillation of each stage (as shown in Fig. 1(b) to
(c) and Fig. 1(c) to (d)) is in the same form[20], as follows:

L2S
kd =

n∑

i=1

MSE(AT , AS) +
n∑

j=0

MSE(HT , HS) (10)

L2S
kd will be used as the Lkd in Eq. 9 for training student models.

Among them, AT and HT refer to the attention weights and
hidden states of the teacher model encoder layers; AS and HS

refer to the attention weights and hidden states of the student
model encoder layers. n refers to the number of encoder layers,
and i and j refer to the encoder layer index. In particular, i = 0
represents the input hidden state of the first encoder layer.

For the binary Dense-Conformer model, the weights are
represented by 1-bit through BWN and the activations are rep-
resented by 4-bit through LSQ in the quantized modules. Fig. 2
formally describes the running mechanism of quantization dur-
ing training and inference. It is worth noting that quantizing

Figure 2: Quantization Running Mechanism. (a) During train-
ing, the quantization process is carried out in a floating-point
manner. (b) During inference, quantized weights and activa-
tions can perform low-precision operations, such as matrix mul-
tiplication.

the weights alone can reduce the size of the model, but it does
not have a significant acceleration effect. The joint quantization
of weights and activations can perform the integer matrix mul-
tiplication on hardware devices that support fixed-point opera-
tions, so that the model can reduce the size of the model while
improving the runtime efficiency. To achieve faster comput-
ing operations, we further quantize the activations. To facilitate
quantized training, the activation quantization we use usually
dequantizes the quantization representation ā to â to simulate
the errors generated by quantization in training.

3.2. One-stage pipeline
In this paper, we explore the one-stage quantization (1S-QT),
where the quantization process is conducted with one-stage that
binary dense structure is obtained directly from MoE model. As
a result, the pipeline of model compression is shortened. Specif-
ically, the teacher is the FP32 MoE-Conformer model(as shown
in Fig. 1(b)), and the student is the binary Dense-Conformer
model (as shown in Fig. 1(d)) with 1-bit weights and 4-bit acti-
vations. The conversion from MoE to Dense compresses the
model structurally. The conversion from FP32 to 1-bit fur-
ther reduces the delay and model size by limiting the weight
bit-width. In the two-stage compression pipeline, there is a
transition process of knowledge transfer between the MoE-
Conformer model and the binary Dense-Conformer model. In
the one-stage pipeline, due to the large gap in knowledge be-
tween the teacher and the student, the learning of the hidden
states is not easy to converge. Therefore, we use the different
form[14] of knowledge distillation loss in one-stage pipeline:

L1S
kd =

n∑

i=1

MSE(norm(HT ), HS) (11)

Distillation loss L1S
kd only focus on learning the teacher’s hid-

den states information, not attention weights information. Other
variable’s definitions are the same as Eq. 10. Similar to 2S-QT,
L1S

kd will be used as the Lkd in Eq. 9 for training student mod-
els.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets
We evaluate our proposed method on the LibriSpeech dataset
of English speech[21] on NVIDIA A100s. Evaluation is per-
formed in terms of word error rate (WER) on LibriSpeech test-
clean and test-other. The input speech uses 80-dimension log-
Mel filterbank features, computed with a 25ms window and
shifted every 10ms. Spec-Augment is applied 2 frequency
masks with maximum frequency mask (F = 30) and 2 time
masks with maximum time mask (T = 50) to alleviate over-
fitting. A global mean and variance normalization is used for
data preparation.

4.2. Model configuration
The MoE-Conformer model consists of 12 MoE-Conformer
blocks (dff = 2048, nhead = 8, datt = 512, CNNkernel =
31) in the encoder and 6 Transformer blocks (dff =
2048, nhead = 8, datt = 512) in the decoder and the number
of experts in MoE layer is 32. The shared embedding network
consists of 6 Conformer encoder blocks and is pretrained with
4 Transformer decoder blocks to initial the MoE-Conformer.
Each expert is a feed-forward network with two hidden layer
of size 2048 activated by Swish. For the self-attention layer,
we set the model dimension d = 512 and the number of heads
h = 8. The Dense-Conformer model comprises 12 Conformer
encoder blocks and 6 Transformer decoder blocks. All student
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models in the paper are initialized by their teacher models. The
second Macaron-FFN layers in MoE’s student model are ini-
tialized by the most frequently used expert counted in the valid
dataset in teacher’s MoE layers. We don’t quantize the convo-
lutional kernel because it is very small and causes great per-
formance damage[17]. Similar to BWN, our experiment uses
a ternary weight network (TWN[22]) to quantize weights to 2
bits. The max number of epochs is 160. We set the average
of last 30 models as the final model for testing. We use dy-
namic batch and the max number of frames in batch is 20000.
We train models with learning rate of 0.001, except for a one-
stage pipeline to obtain the best performance by searching the
learning rate of 0.005.

4.3. Results of two-stage pipeline
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the binary
Dense-Conformer model distilled by two stages. First, we distill
the MoE-Conformer teacher model into the Dense-Conformer.
In Table 1, we can see that the Dense-Conformer has a lower
WER than the Conformer baseline model and achieves com-
parable performance as MoE-Conformer. We can reduce the
model size by 7.5x compared to the MoE-Conformer.

Table 1: Results of Dense-Conformer

Model test-clean test-other Model Size

Conformer 2.97 % 7.46 % 492 MB
MoE-Conformer 2.91 % 6.98 % 3.6 GB
Dense-Conformer 2.91 % 7.07 % 492 MB

Moreover, we evaluate the performance of binary Dense-
Conformer and the results are shown in Table 2. The ’WMAN’
means quantizing weights to M bits and quantizing activations
to N bits. When N is equal to 32, it means that the activations
are not quantized. From the results, we can see that our method
can obtain a binary Dense-Conformer model with a small per-
formance loss and 20x size reduction. We analyze the reasons
for the decline in model performance and find that the quanti-
zatin of weights, especially from 32 bits to 2 bits, is the main
reason for the performance decline. For example, the WER
of W2A32 increases by 10.31% compare with FP32 Dense-
Conformer model on test-clean and 11.46% on test-other. In
contrast, the performance gap between the model with 2-bit
weights and the model with 1-bit is smaller. Specifically, WER
of W1A32 increases by 4.67% compared with W2A32 on test-
clean and WER of W1A4 increases by 6.31% compared with
W2A4 on test-clean. The performance loss caused by activa-
tion quantization is even smaller. Specifically, WER of W2A4
increases by 3.74% compared with W2A32 on test-clean and
WER of W1A4 increases by 5.36% compared with W1A32 on
test-clean. The results show that the representation ability of the
2-bit model has been greatly damaged, and there is still room for
development and progress in the quantization of the ultra-low
bit of the speech recognition models.
Table 2: Results of binary Dense-Conformer in two-stage
pipeline

Model test-clean test-other Model Size

Dense-Conformer FP32 2.91 % 7.07 % 492 MB
2S-QT W2A32 3.21 % 7.88 % 39 MB

(+10.31 %) (+11.46 %)
2S-QT W2A4 3.33 % 8.27 % 39 MB

(+14.43 %) (+16.97 %)
2S-QT W1A32 3.36 % 8.36 % 24 MB

(+15.46 %) (+18.25 %)
2S-QT W1A4 3.54 % 8.71 % 24 MB

(+21.65 %) (+23.20 %)

4.4. Results of one-stage pipeline
In this section, we present the results of one-stage compressing
method that obtain the binary Dense-Conformer from the MoE-
Conformer directly. In Table 3, we can see that the proposed
one-stage compressing method can achieve 150x compressing
rate with comparable performance compared to the 2S-QT pro-
cess. In addition, we also compare one-stage pipeline with other
quantization methods. We emphasize that the proposed method
quantizes both weights and activations to low bits, which helps
to compress the size of the model and improve computing effi-
ciency. The BOPs[23] of quantized W1A4 layer is about 1/256
(256=32*8) of FP32 layer. The method of Refs.[24, 25]only
quantizes the weights and the calculation cannot be significantly
accelerated by quantizing the weight alone. Besides, from prior
results (such as the baseline Refs.[15] in Table 2), it can observe
that when the weights are quantized to more than 8 bits and ac-
tivations to more than 8 bits, model quantization will hardly
cause performance loss. However, when it is further quan-
tized to a lower bit width, performance is severely declined. In
summary, our proposed method provides a more compressing
rate and lower performance loss compared to the methods of
Refs.[15, 24]. Besides, we can observe that 2S-QT W2A4 with
39MB in Table 2 significantly outperform the performance of
W6A8 with 93MB in Ref.[15].
Table 3: WER comparison with different quantization methods

Model test-clean test-other Model Size

Dense-Conformer FP32 2.91 % 7.07 % 492 MB
2S-QT W1A4 3.54 % 8.71 % 24 MB

(+21.65 %) (+23.20 %)

MoE-Conformer FP32 2.91 % 6.98 % 3.6 GB
1S-QT W1A4 (ours) 3.55 % 8.77 % 24 MB

(+21.99 %) (+25.64 %)

FP32[24] 8.68 % 22.29 % 240 MB
W8A32[24] 8.70 % 22.36 % 60 MB

(+0.23 %) (+0.31 %)
W6A32[24] 8.90 % 22.82 % 45 MB

(+2.53 %) (+2.38 %)
W5A32[24] 9.76 % 24.10 % 38 MB

(+12.44 %) (+8.12 %)
W4A32[24] 16.43 % 35.69 % 30 MB

(+89.29 %) (+60.12 %)

FP32[15] 2.78 % 6.19 % 495 MB
W8A8[15] 3.06 % 7.06 % 124 MB

(+10.07 %) (+14.05 %)
W6A8[15] 4.03 % 8.48 % 93 MB

(+44.96 %) (+37.00 %)

5. Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we propose an extreme compression method based
on knowledge distillation and quantization for building a quan-
tized ASR model with 150x compressing rate that can directly
compress from a float-point MoE ASR model to a binary Dense
ASR model. Through several experiments on LibriSpeech, we
can observe that one-stage compression shortened the pipeline
can achieve comparable performance with two-stage compres-
sion. Thus, we can deploy compressed models derived from
complicated MoE models on embedded devices. The second
stage of the two-stage pipeline shows that our quantization
method is not limited to the MoE models. In the future work,
we expect to achieve a larger compression ratio with layer-
reduction knowledge distillation and convolution quantization.
As the one-stage compression, we find that the configuration of
learning rate is the key factor for final compressing performance
and hope for higher accuracy with a learning rate search.
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